enthusiastically stepped up in what some might find a safely creating work in the communities near the student's we create in this class, that seeks to confront apathy and raise Having lost supervised studio work time, he added essays and give talks, but are rather sitting at home with more time to Ferrett commented that "the chance to talk with Alley seems Worster, Professor Emeritus of American Environmental Resource Management; Mike Lyndon, Tribal Program course, deepening and broadening their conversations. -- intended to be a follow-up to the (canceled) spring term methods. George Vrtis' Advanced Wilderness Studies seminar ENTS faculty have been retooling their spring-term mentors the next generation of environmental scholars, or senior who has exhibited a high degree of academic how ENTS responds to the COVID-19 pandemic Students, including three Ph.D. candidates, a masters and O3 passive samples, and micro-plating extracted KCl extractions of soil and resin samples, assembling NOx Jared Kannel ('20) She used GIS to map the location and distribution of environmental factors on public health issues in Tanzania. the museum the previous summer through the Doris Duke History in New York City. Nasra completed an internship with ENTS internship funding. Student Internships environment justice. Recovery Network chapter. Throughout the week, students, climate justice-themed trivia night at the Cave, a film festival and discussion. Other events included a panel on Hoover, a scholar of food sovereignty and environmental The week kicked off with a keynote speech by Elizabeth Climate Action Week to highlight ongoing sustainability This past February, the Sustainability Office hosted its annual conference demonstrates the value of cross-campus The second day of the conference consisted of breakout engaged in sustainability efforts on their respective campuses Is the College's oldest academic major, and the only Environmental Studies Program 2020 COMPS Projects